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Letter toTHE TRADE
To our partners,
I may sound like a broken record,
but I have to begin by thanking
you for your continued partnership
throughout these unprecedented
times. We know you are navigating
your own challenges, and we truly
appreciate your understanding and
flexibility as we work to provide the
best products and customer service.
We knew this year was going to be
interesting and unpredictable but, if
there’s anything the pandemic has
taught us, it’s how to adapt. Overall,
we’re pleased with what we’ve seen
in 2021. Though we saw a little
bit of slowing in summer in the Off
Premise, the On Premise is bouncing
back strong. And as we continue
through the fall, consumers are
definitely ready to be back out at events. Because 2020 was such a unique
year, we’ve been doing a lot of comparison to 2019 and, I’m happy to report,
we’re seeing improved sales numbers.
Where is the growth coming from? Major brands like Coors Light and
Miller Lite experienced a resurgence during the pantry-loading stage of the
pandemic and are still staying strong. Mexican imports like Modelo and Dos
Equis continue to gain volume and share at an impressive rate, while some
newer craft brands – like Firestone Walker’s 805 and New Belgium’s VooDoo
Ranger – are also proving to be extremely popular. And even though seltzers
have slowed down a bit, it’s clear that the flavor and better-for-you trends are
here to stay, based on the performance of up-and-coming brands like Vizzy
and Topo Chico. I think you’ll see a lot of great innovation in that space as
we move into 2022 (think Ranch Water Hard Seltzer).
Our goal remains to provide you the finest quality – and variety – of products
with impeccable service. As we close out 2021 and move into 2022, I
can tell you that there are exciting things on the horizon and we’re looking
forward to rolling them out in the Tucson market. More on that in the
next issue.
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For now, I thank you again for your commitment to Finley Distributing. Have a
safe and happy holiday season, and we’ll see you in 2022!
Cheers!

Dennis Shields
President

Heady Times is published four times a year, courtesy
of Finley Distributing Co., LLC.

DeliveringTHE TASTE OF EXCELLENCE
Finley People Get The Job Done
Nancy Naegle
Senior Accountant

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? I
started with Finley in November 1995 – almost 26 years
ago. I started out as Payroll Specialist then became
Payroll/Accounting Specialist. It was when I was Payroll/
Accounting Specialist that my unofficial title was Payroll
Goddess. Now, I am Senior Accountant (a little more
respectable than Payroll Goddess).
Where were you born? I was born here in Tucson,
although I grew up in Benson. For years I said that
I should be in a museum as I am not only a native
Arizonan, but also a second-generation native Arizonan.
What’s your favorite part of your job? The fact that
even though this company has grown tremendously, there
is still the feeling that we are a “family”. I have seen many
changes over the years, but the culture of this company
has always endured.
What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free
time? When I first started at Finley, I really didn’t drink
beer. Although I still don’t drink much beer, when I want
a beer it will be either Miller Lite or Coors Light. However,
the expansion of brands over the years has expanded
my taste as well and I do like to drink Mike’s as well as
Twisted Tea and Angry Orchard.
What do you love best about Tucson? It’s hard to say
what I love best about Tucson, but I think it is the variety
offered by Tucson and the surrounding area. We can
play in the snow at Mt. Lemmon in the morning and go
swimming here in Tucson in the afternoon. You can enjoy

a wide variety of restaurants and cuisines, as well as visit
some of Arizona’s best wineries.
Tell us a little about your family. My immediate family
has shrunk over the years as I lost both of my parents.
Now, it’s my sister and I (unless you count my 4-legged
child, Benson). I am fortunate that even though it’s now
just my sister and myself, she is here in Tucson and we’re
very close.

Duane Deshler
Route Sales Manager

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? I
started in February 2020.
Where were you born? I was born in Saratoga Springs,
New York and grew up in Michigan. Go Blue!
What’s your favorite part of your job? I’d say my
favorite part of the job is my coworkers. I like to be
personable and I enjoy building new relationships with
my customers.
What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free
time? Finley brands that I like would be Firestone Walker
805 and the classic Miller Lite.
What do you love best about Tucson? I love the
weather, the mountain views, and living in a college town.

Duane (top right) with wife, Veronica, daughters, sons-in-law and brother

Tell us a little about your family. I’ve been with my wife,
Veronica, for 10 years. I have two daughters aged 30 and
31, and a son who is 29. We love camping, going out on
the lake, and going to sporting events.
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CoverSTORY
Constellation Shines Bright

Constellation Brands has harnessed simplicity, authenticity and consistency to secure their place as
a top supplier in the industry.

A

peaceful night, a rustic hut and a whistled carol playing as a palm tree is
illuminated with colorful lights – Corona’s iconic “O Tannenpalm” ad has
signaled the beginning of the holiday season for over 30 years and brings
joy to generations of beer lovers.
“The longevity of Corona’s ‘O Tannenpalm’ spot can be attributed to its
simplicity, as well as the consistency of our authentic brand message
over the years,” says Ann Legan, Vice President of Brand Marketing,
Corona. “The [O Tannenpalm] spot is a testament to the resilience and
cultural resonance of the Corona brand.”
Simplicity, authenticity and consistency are the watchwords of not only
Corona, but also of Constellation Brands, Corona’s U.S. importer. The
company has the third-largest market share of all major suppliers
in the country and is showing consistent growth, with net sales
for Constellation beer growing 15% YTD. By keeping things simple,
authentic and consistent, the company has crafted a portfolio of some of
the biggest and most beloved brands in beer.

Constellation’s Brightest Stars
Corona has reigned supreme in beer for years –
in our region, the Corona brand family ranks #5
in total beer by sales. In 2021, Corona once again
earned the title of most valuable beer brand from
global brand valuation consultants Brand Finance,
and consumers continue to rate Corona as the #1
All Corona brands will deck the
most loved beer brand in the U.S. It’s all thanks to
halls this holiday season with a full their premium products and consistent, fun marketing,
suite of festive POS.
from the Snoop Dogg bobbleheads to the iconic
“O Tannenpalm” spot. This year, the holiday spot is
supported by Corona’s Feliz Navidad campaign, which
encourages consumers to “Unwrap and Unwind”
with Corona. And this fall, Corona Extra’s 12 oz. can
packages will be transitioning to slim cans to reinforce
the premium nature of the brand and align with other
Corona can offerings.
While Corona continues to stand out in the import
Poinsettias, indigenous to
category, it has a true partner in the Modelo brand,
Mexico, grace Modelo’s holiday
which has seen blockbuster growth over the last
POS, reinforcing the brand’s
several years. Industry experts were stunned when it
authentic heritage.
was revealed that Modelo Especial is the #2 most
popular beer in America and the #1 import, leading
some to call the beer a “sleeping giant.” In Arizona, Modelo Especial has
surpassed Corona Extra to become the #4 brand in total beer by sales.
“Authenticity and consistency are the keys to Modelo’s success,” says
Greg Gallagher, Vice President of Brand Marketing, Modelo. “The brand
was built over many years with our core Hispanic drinkers, who remain
the foundation of our business.”
Hispanic drinkers continue to represent more than half of Modelo’s
volume, and the brand is still growing volume, penetration and buy rate with
the demographic. However, Modelo has seen significant brand share
2
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gain with the general market consumer
as well, growing penetration with nonHispanic consumers by more than
25% over the past 2 years, as Modelo’s
message of the Fighting Spirit has seen
universal appeal across consumer groups.
“Modelo continues to have tremendous
runway,” says Gallagher, “and we’ve only
just begun to tap the brand’s potential with
general market drinkers.”
Modelo and Corona continue to lead the
way in terms of dollar sales, but don’t
forget small yet mighty Victoria, which
Brand Finance named the strongest beer
brand of 2021, based on metrics evaluating
marketing investment, stakeholder equity and
business performance. The brand has gained
recognition in recent years as the official beer
of WWE’s tentpole event, SummerSlam.
And Pacifico, Constellation’s Mexican
pilsner-style beer beloved by Gen Z, is
posting numbers that show that the brand
is one to watch.
“When you look back at the growth trends and
how Modelo Especial got started [and] you
look at the trends of what Pacifico’s doing…
they look pretty similar in terms of how the
brand is developing,” Constellation CEO Bill
Newlands told Beer Business Daily. “We think
this has potential to be our next big brand.
[Pacifico] almost crosses over into that
sort of pseudo-craft space as a brand.”

Reaching New Heights with ABAs
Constellation has also made forays into
categories beyond import lagers, always
mindful of their roots. In 2013, they
launched Modelo Chelada, an RTD singles
brand inspired by the michelada, a Mexican
beer cocktail. The line has taken off in the
convenience channel, especially Mango y
Chile, a top 10 c-store SKU which is up
58% through September here in Arizona.
“Modelo Cheladas are built on cultural
relevance and authenticity and appeal to
a young, multicultural consumer base with
strong purchasing power,” says Gallagher.
“And while our drinkers skew Hispanic, our
Cheladas still appeal to non-Hispanic buyers
because consumers everywhere are looking
for authentic experiences and new flavors.”

CoverSTORY
Corona has also launched several ABAs
(alternative beverage alcohol) offerings in
recent years, including Corona Refresca,
a full-flavored, slightly sweet malt beverage
that will receive a renewed focus. Corona
Hard Seltzer was launched in 2020
and quickly posted impressive sales,
thanks to its tropical flavors. And 2021
saw the launch of Corona Hard Seltzer
Limonada, a variety pack that offers
consumers an authentic Mexican take on
hard seltzer.

Corona’s Feliz Navidad campaign will remind
consumers to Unwrap and Unwind.

the hard work has paid off. So as you
unwrap and unwind this holiday season,
whether you’re cozied up around the fire or
sunbathing in the tropics, join us in raising
a bottle or can Constellation’s way to say
gracias and Feliz Navidad!

Imports Are (Almost) #1

“With Refresca, Hard Seltzer and Limonada,
our goal was to build on [Corona’s]
authentic Mexican heritage,” Legan says.
“Corona is known for being refreshing
and Refresca, Hard Seltzer and Limonada
deliver flavors that show consumers we’re
playing in the hard seltzer and FMB space,
but in a way only Corona can do.”

Constellation plans to further capitalize on flavor by introducing singleserve 24 oz. cans of Corona Hard Seltzer Pineapple and Corona Hard
Seltzer Limonada Strawberry in November. The much-anticipated
Modelo Cantarito, a 100-calorie lager made with real grapefruit, orange
and lime juice is scheduled to launch in March.

Selling Beer in the Digital Age
The company is focused on supporting sales with a three-tiercompliant eCommerce strategy. With consumers fully embracing the
convenience of online shopping, establishing an industry-leading online
presence is a top priority.
“Winning in eCommerce is a purposeful investment to differentiate
Constellation’s brand portfolio with the consumer,” says Wayne Duan,
Vice President eCommerce. “After all, we want to ensure our brands are
worth reaching for regardless of how the consumer shops: in real life
or digitally.”
U.S. consumers spent $710 billion on digital commerce last year
– up 18% – totaling 15% of all retail sales nationally. According to
Constellation, the beer category is leaving nearly $1 billion in retail sales
on the table by leaving digital commerce underdeveloped. And that’s
not even accounting for the influence of eCommerce on in-person retail
sales. Consumers are increasingly using online resources to research a
product before purchasing, and Constellation estimates that by 2023,
30% of food and drink sales will be digitally influenced and that by
2027, digitally influenced sales of beer could be worth $25 billion.
Constellation is determined to be a world-class, three-tier-compliant
eCommerce organization. Part of the project includes an eCommerce
“center of excellence” to track consumer insights, particularly among
Hispanic consumers. When completed, this effort will nearly triple the
company’s sales and marketing capabilities.
Constellation makes being the third largest beer supplier in the U.S.
seem as easy as sipping a Corona at the beach, but it’s a gargantuan
effort. The company has put years into understanding their brands and
why they resonate with consumers. After a stellar 2021, it’s clear that

Mexican lagers have been growing for
years, but their potential has gone
uncelebrated in the wake of the hard
seltzer boom, until last summer.
Data from the end of June through mid-July
showed that imports finally topped hard
seltzers, gaining 1.8 points of dollar share
over four weeks, vs. hard seltzers’ 1.5 point
gain. Imports are also poised to become
the biggest segment by dollar share
in the off-premise, with imports’ YTD
dollar share standing at 20.4 points versus
premium lights’ 21 points.
It should come as no surprise that Modelo
and Constellation are leading this charge,
with Constellation gaining 1.0 point of dollar
share through August in the off-premise,
and 1.6 points in the on-premise. Similarly,
Modelo brand family sales in Arizona are
up 19.4% through September. But imports
in general are seeing a surge, with seven
of the top ten source countries growing
shipments by double-digits YTD this summer.
Import shipments did slow in spring
and early summer of 2020, but it’s still
impressive to see an established category
grow in an uncertain market. Watch this
space – imports may snag the top spot
sooner than you think.
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HussBREWING
What’s All the Huss About?

Huss Brewing is Arizona’s third largest brewery thanks to an innovative spirit, commitment to
community and love of great craft beer.

H

USS BREWING CO. OPENED ITS DOORS IN SOUTH TEMPE IN
August 2013 with a 30-barrel system, 20 taps in a small tasting
room and lots of potential. Under the leadership of husband-andwife team Jeff and Leah Huss, Huss Brewing Co. has grown to become
one of the largest breweries in the state.
Huss’s success should come as no surprise. Between them, the couple
has over 33 years of combined experience in the brewing industry. Jeff
attended the Siebel Institute in Chicago and the Doemens Academy
in Munich, Germany and served as Head Brewer at BJ’s Brewing in
Chandler. Leah co-owned and operated Papago Brewing in Scottsdale
for 14 years and has a reputation as a pioneer in Arizona’s craft beer
community (she currently serves as President of the Arizona Craft Brewers
Guild). Their combined love and passion for craft beer inspired them to
chase their dreams of owning a local, family-owned and operated brewery.
“When we decided that we wanted to build Huss Brewing as a legacy for
our family,” Jeff says, “being a strong part of the local community was
integral to that goal. We want to be synonymous with Arizona.”
That passion clearly shows with one look at Huss’s impressive roster of
beers. Their best-selling beer, Papago Orange Blossom, is an Arizona
icon. A light mandarin and wheat ale, Orange Blossom starts with hints
of bright citrus and ends with a creamy vanilla finish.
Huss flagship Scottsdale Blonde not only bears a local name, it’s brewed
for Arizona day-drinking. An extremely drinkable beer with a lower alcohol
content and a sweeter finish than most Kölsch, you can sip this beer all day
long. Oh, and it’s also won a couple of awards: Bronze at the 2016 US Open
Beer Championship and Silver at the 2018 US Open Beer Championship.
Building on that initial success came through innovation. “I’ve always
lived by the philosophy that if you’re not growing – you’re dying, both
personally and in business,” Leah explains. “Innovation is the key for
continued and sustained growth at Huss. Plus it keeps Jeff happy,
experimenting with new beers and other cool beverages!”
Experimenting paid off when Huss Brewing announced a new line of active
lifestyle beers in 2019. Arizona Light Lager is the first local craft beer
styled after familiar easy-drinking domestic lagers, but made with high-quality
ingredients and the juicy, flavorful and complex styles consumers expect from
an award-winning craft brewer. Low Lo Hazy IPA soon followed. Capitalizing
on two current trends – Hazy IPAs and better-for-you beer – Low Lo is a lowcalorie IPA showcasing a ton of fruit on the nose with a crisp and delicious
finish. A perfect blend of Idaho 7, Mosaic and Amarillo hops, and just 100
calories per 12 oz. can, Low Lo is a hophead’s dream, without the guilt.
But wait – there’s more! In addition to expanding the Papago line with
Papago Desert Sage Orange IPA and newly-released Papago Cherry
Blossom Wheat, the brewers at Huss have been working on something
very exciting: Arizona Ranch Water, available now.
Innovation aside, Huss Brewing has seen continued success by staying
true to their original goal of creating a local, family-owned and operated
brewery. Jeff remains the Brewmaster. Leah runs the business and
marketing operations. Sales are up and the business keeps growing. So
they must be doing something right.
4
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Arizona Ranch Water
The cocktail made popular in West
Texas gets an Arizona makeover
from Huss Brewing. Director of
Operations, Chip Mulala, explained
that fans had been asking the
brewer to get into the seltzer game,
but they wanted to enter with a point
of differentiation. “Margarita/limeinspired cocktails and Palomas have
been very popular in Arizona and
the Southwest for decades. Why not
make an Arizona-centric local version
just for our state?”
So what is Arizona Ranch Water? It’s
a blend between a hard seltzer and
a cocktail. At just 4.5% ABV, each
12 oz. can boasts just 95 calories,
2 carbs and is 100% gluten-free.
Arizona Ranch Water is now available
in two flavors: Original Arizona
Lime and Arizona Tangerine. The
fizzy clear liquid explodes with the
perfect balance of fresh fruit and a
touch of sweetness from 100% raw
Blue Agave.

Bookshelf
Drunk: How We Sipped, Danced, and Stumbled Our Way to
Civilization by Edward Slingerland
According to the author, alcohol “helped individuals to survive & families flourish, cultures to endure &
expand.” That should make YOU feel very important.
Over the history of civilization, one
thing has always remained true:
people really like to get drunk!
Edward Slingerland’s new book
Drunk: How We Sipped, Danced,
and Stumbled Our Way to Civilization
takes readers back as far as 7000
BCE to learn why, both then and now,
humans love to drink, and why that’s
not always a bad thing.
Equal parts in-depth, historical
research and quick-witted prose,
Slingerland’s fascinating account
of our obsession with alcohol is an
insightful and entertaining read.
Take, for instance, Slingerland’s
revelation that Johnny Appleseed
– who is depicted as a do-gooder
intent on spreading the gift of
wholesome apples to hungry settlers
in American mythology – may
have had a boozier goal in mind:
bringing much-needed alcohol to
the frontier. “Johnny’s apples, so
desperately sought after by American
homesteaders, were not meant to be
eaten at the table, but rather used
to make cider and ‘applejack’ liquor,”
reveals Slingerland.
And while drinking too much
alcohol is undoubtedly dangerous,
Slingerland argues that understanding
why evolution supports our drive
to imbibe will “help to inform
conversations where we have hitherto
– in our scientific and anthropological

ignorance – been flying blind.” For
example, most species’ bodies can’t
process alcohol at all while humans’
can. But, nature also invented the
hangover so humans would learn to
moderate their intake. His analysis
spans insights an average beer geek
can use, while also raising more
complicated observations such as
the place for alcohol in the workplace
or university.
For millennia, alcohol has taken on
a sacred quality in most cultures.
Slingerland explains, “As a sacred
substance, alcohol is also often
seen as possessing magical powers
or conveying such powers to those
who imbibe it.” At its core, Drunk
reveals how alcohol is not just a
psychoactive chemical, but also a
symbol of cultural meaning that it
has, in its own way, helped solve
a number of human challenges
throughout history by “enhancing
creativity, alleviating stress, building
trust and pulling off the miracle of
getting fiercely tribal primates to
cooperate with strangers.”

and serotonin, the body’s feel-good
chemicals. It also exaggerates activity
of the brain’s GABAA receptors,
making us feel exhilarated at the first
sip yet more sedate as we continue
to indulge. This research gets to
the crux of why a moderate amount
of alcohol can make us feel so
dang good.
Whether you’re a history junkie, a
science geek or just enjoy reading
the work of someone who cares as
much about beer as you do – Drunk
is likely to revolutionize the way you
think about booze.

Much of Slingerland’s research takes
a deep dive into the science that
makes alcohol what he calls “the
undisputed king of intoxicants” and
why it’s been such a central force
in human civilization for thousands
of years. He explains that alcohol
enhances the release of dopamine
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Feature
Lone River Ranch Water: What You Should Know and
Why You Should Sell It
This unique hard seltzer is capitalizing on the growing popularity of tequila by bringing a classic
Southwest cocktail to the nation minus the high calories and ABV.

M

any consumers associate tequila with shots and partying college
students. But since 2002, sales of the spirit have grown 180%
according to the Distilled Spirits Council, and a lot of that growth is
due to changing perspectives. Consumers now see tequila as a multi-faceted
spirit that can just as easily be sipped and savored as mixed into a cocktail. In
fact, one such premium tequila cocktail, ranch water, has proven so popular
that it’s transcended spirits and made its way to another growing segment:
hard seltzer.
By now, you may have seen a striking new ad making the rounds.
Featuring hard-working ranchers and voiceover delivered with a gentle
Texas twang, the campaign – dubbed Follow It West – captures the
essence of the American West while introducing a national audience to
Lone River Ranch Water Hard Seltzer. The new hard seltzer brand
(acquired by Diageo earlier this year to bring new innovation to their
portfolio) brings the authentic tequila flavor consumers are looking for,
while being lighter and more refreshing than a spirits-based RTD.
Both hailing from Far West Texas, Lone River Ranch Water Hard
Seltzer and founder Katie Beal Brown are bringing the romance and
hard-wearing simplicity of Texas to the rest of the U.S. with their RTD
take on the Ranch Water cocktail.
“My family settled in West
Texas nearly 100 years ago,”
says Brown. “My grandparents
own a working ranch in Far
West Texas and we’ve been
drinking Ranch Water out there
for as long as I can remember.”

Just like its West Texas
roots, which stretch back
to the 1960s, the Ranch
Water cocktail is a no-frills
drink made from just three
ingredients: tequila, lime
juice and soda water. In
recent years, it’s made its
Lone River Beverage Co. founder Katie Beal Brown comes from a
way into bars across the U.S.,
long line of West Texans. She launched Lone River Ranch Water Hard bringing the legend of its
Seltzer to bring her Texas roots to the rest of the nation.
creation with it. Though the
identity of Ranch Water’s original creator is shrouded in mystery, Brown says
that the drink is attributed to a “wild-haired rancher” from Far West Texas,
who followed miles of Texas stars to find the spirit of the cocktail, until he
was found asleep under a piñon tree, a desert pine native to the Southwest.
“The drink itself has really become part of our culture in West Texas and
a representation of who we are,” says Brown. “No frills, get the job done
kind of people.”
6
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Brown ran with the simple but iconic
recipe, crafting a refreshing hard seltzer
version made with 100% organic agave
and natural lime juice that delivers on
an authentic West Texas experience.
And at only 4% ABV and 80 calories per
12 oz. serving, Lone River Ranch Water
is a truly sessionable option with a lower
calorie count than most hard seltzers on
the market.
Brown and Lone River take pride in the
unique flavor profile and formulas they’ve
developed for their initial Ranch Water
offerings – Original, Rio Red Grapefruit,
Spicy and variety-pack exclusive Prickly
Pear – which are crafted with premium
ingredients at an approachable price point.
As Brown says, they like to let the liquid
speak for itself, and consumers’ trust in
the brand shows in consumer reviews
and re-buy rates.

It’s Not Just a Seltzer,
It’s a Lifestyle
Lone River has positioned itself as much
more than a hard seltzer – the brand is a
lifestyle. And it’s one that resonates with
consumers who appreciate the authenticity
that Brown brings to the table.
“When I look at the other brands coming
out with a product, I feel like a lot of them
are leveraging the cachet of the Ranch
Water name, but they’ve really disassociated
it from the story and where it comes from,”
Brown told BBD. “And I think when you do
that you kind of lose a lot of the meaning
behind it. So that’s what we really leaned
into, and we’ve done it in an authentic way
– it’s really connected to where I come from
and my family’s ranch in Fort Davis. That will
continue to be our competitive advantage and
something that is going to be difficult for any
other brand to authentically recreate.”
But even so, will a hard seltzer inspired
so heavily by Texas tradition appeal to
consumers outside Texas? Brown says yes.
“Very early on I believed Lone River had
potential because it taps into the values
of the American West,” she says. “We’ve

Feature
seen consumers [nationwide] craving a connection
to this Western lifestyle through entertainment
(Yellowstone is the most-watched show on TV), music
(the country music genre is booming) and other
brands (the Ford F-150 is America’s best-selling car).”
Lone River’s holiday POS
adheres to the brand’s
distinctive West Texas
style, featuring festive
lasso wreathes.

As for standing out on a crowded seltzer shelf, or from
other Ranch Waters that have hit the market recently,
Brown isn’t worried.
“I think the hard seltzer category has been driven by
commoditized products versus brands,” she says. “We
believe we have the opportunity to go beyond
the product attributes the category hangs their
hat on… and build a western lifestyle brand that
connects with consumers on a deeper level that
breeds loyalty and long-term growth.”

Go West (and East), Young Brand

This holiday, Lone River
invites consumers to try
two West Texas traditions
in one with “dressed”
Lone River Ranch Water
Hard Seltzer. The Texan
preparation, which sees
the rim of a beer or
other beverage coated
with lime, salt or other
cocktail accoutrements, is
a simple way to spice up
your holiday!

Lone River has had an eventful 2021, from being
acquired by Diageo early this year to expanding
throughout the contiguous U.S. With a national
expansion, the brand is truly taking off – as of press
time, Lone River was the #1 Ranch Water hard
seltzer in the country and had secured 0.4% of
total hard seltzer sales in the U.S.

Diageo and Brown are confident that Lone River will
continue to grow. For one thing, as Brown explained
to Beer Business Daily earlier this year, they’ve already
found success in early launches outside of their native
Texas, thanks to the support of Texas transplants, who
are “always looking for something to carry around as a
badge of their Texan honor.” With packaging featuring
a minimalist, Western-themed design that clearly communicates the
brand’s authentic Texas roots, Lone River fits the bill.
And while the success of Lone River is no doubt due in large part to the
authentic roots of the brand, it’s also aided by the growing popularity
of tequila, which more consumers are reaching for outside of shots-based
occasions. Ranch Water in particular has gained traction throughout the
U.S. because of its simple, refreshing recipe. As a result, the agave hard
seltzer segment is growing rapidly, and Lone River is leading the charge.
“Tequila is on fire in the U.S. and consumers are looking for
alternative products inspired by the spirit,” Nuno Teles, President of
Diageo Beer Co., told BBD when Diageo acquired Lone River in March.
Teles also shared that Lone River is recruiting 30% new consumers
to the malt category. “Those consumers are consumers that
would potentially go toward spirits,” he said during an NBWA panel
in October. “We believe agave-flavored ready-to-drink beverages
are well-positioned to drive continued momentum for the seltzer
category, and Lone River is a pioneer in this space.”

Authentically Delicious
Lone River Ranch Water Hard Seltzer
celebrates the traditions of Far West
Texas with simple, natural ingredients that
create a truly refreshing taste at only 4%
ABV and 80 calories per 12 oz. serving.
Lone River Original:
Lone River Original
Ranch Water Hard
Seltzer, made with
100% organic agave
and natural lime
juice, is inspired by
the Ranch Water
cocktail – a mix of tequila, lime juice and
soda water. The Ranch Water cocktail
is a West Texas staple that has grown
in popularity over recent years and now
appears in bars across the nation.
Lone River Rio Red
Grapefruit: Ranch
Water Hard Seltzer
with a Texas-sized
squeeze of Rio Red
grapefruit (the state
fruit of Texas), this
hard seltzer is made
with 100% organic
agave, natural
lime and Rio Red
grapefruit juice.
Lone River Spicy:
Ranch Water with
a Texas kick, this
spicy hard seltzer is made with 100%
organic agave, natural lime juice and
jalapeño flavors.
Lone River Variety Pack: Lone River’s
Ranch Water Variety 12-pack features the
brewery’s core flavors: Original Ranch
Water, Rio Red Grapefruit, Spicy and
variety-pack exclusive Prickly Pear,
inspired by the prickly pear cactus fruit
found in the high desert of Far West Texas.

Diageo is also backing the brand to the hilt with a robust advertising,
marketing and promotion budget to bring the brand to life with marketing
like Lone River’s Follow It West campaign.
“I poured my heart into building a brand that celebrates the culture
around Ranch Water,” Brown says, “and I’m humbled to see how much
that brand now resonates with consumers far beyond Texas.”
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.40
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BrewerHIGHLIGHT
Matt Brynildson of Firestone Walker Brewing Co.

F

irestone Walker is a California brewery founded by two brothers-inlaw inside a shed on the back forty of a family vineyard. Converting
their winemaking equipment for beer brewing purposes, David Walker
and Adam Firestone quickly built a legacy as one of the nation’s most
adventurous and innovative breweries.
That legacy carries on today as, even in a difficult two years under COVID19 restrictions, Firestone Walker has established themselves as one of
only two top 15 craft brands growing in the off-premise. Though industry
trade news often makes it seem as though small, local breweries are the
future of craft beer, consumers are still loyal to steadfast, established
cornerstones of the craft beer industry, like Firestone Walker.
Ask David and Adam what sets them apart from other breweries and
they’ll point to the Brewmaster in charge, Matt Brynildson. For 20 years
Brynildson has been at the helm of Firestone Walker and has established
himself as one of the world’s leading brewers. Heady Times was lucky
enough to catch up with him to find out how Firestone Walker has
remained so successful during this time of uncertainty and what secrets
he and his team have fermenting in Firestone’s legendary tanks.
Heady Times (HT): Firestone has seen a lot of success this past
year! During a time when many craft brands have struggled for
stability, how has Firestone been able to create sustained growth
amidst so much uncertainty?
Matt Brynildson (MB): I can only answer that question from the perspective
of brewing operations. First and foremost, we’ve continued to focus on quality.
This year, we’re celebrating our 25th anniversary and we’ve been packaging our
beers for the off-premise since the very beginning. We’ve remained diligent in
building a better brewery and have been upgrading our production, laboratory
and packaging equipment at every opportunity. I think another important part
of our success is the energy we put toward innovation and launching new
products in the market. For instance, we entered the hazy IPA world with Mind
Haze, then fully engaged with a lineup of hazy extensions. There’s always
a beehive of activity in the R&D and Innovations departments at Firestone.
HT: Launched in early 2019, your hazy IPA Mind Haze has quickly
become one of your bestselling beers in both package at retail as well
as in the on-premise. It’s currently the #2 hazy IPA in California and
#4 in total U.S. As a huge part of your recent growth, you’ve expanded
Mind Haze with new line extensions, such as this year’s Double Mind
Haze which has become Firestone’s fifth best-selling beer. Why do
you think Mind Haze has been such a huge hit for both retailers and
consumers, and what can we expect from your new offerings?
MB: We took the hazy IPA challenge seriously and went all in with Mind
Haze. It required adopting a new yeast strain and updating our brewhouse
and cellar, which was originally tooled for bright beer (remember when
beers were clear?). It also allowed us to bring in some amazing hops and
explore the tropical side of that world. We’re in our third year with Mind
Haze and we have the process dialed in. That’s allowed us to release
a few extensions. We started earlier this year with the obvious move –
Double Mind Haze. We’ve found that the hazy yeast strain we employ
loves higher gravity and creates beautiful flavors at 8% ABV and beyond.
I’m thrilled with Double Mind Haze, and we are brewing a lot of it.
8
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When founders Adam Firestone and David Walker moved to their
Paso Robles brewery in 2001, they also landed Matt Brynildson,
“the perfect Brewmaster at the perfect time.”

HT: How has Firestone Walker’s lineup
changed over the years and why?
MB: Long gone are the days of building
a single flagship beer and sailing toward
double-digit growth. Rather than stand
on the sidelines and rely on our tenure,
we’ve decided to engage, but we do it the
Firestone Walker way and always infuse our
DNA and brewing philosophy into whatever
new beer we are creating and launching.
That means we still keep focused on our
core beers. Double Barrel Ale, Union
Jack and Pivo are still alive and well with
new packages and a lot of love. At the
same time, we have some great seasonals
like an upcoming winter beer that’s a new
stout variant called Cinnamon Dolce Nitro
Stout – all the while building the Mind
Haze family and tending to that growth –
four solid pillars that all need attention.
HT: Your Crafted Thru Hops Mix Pack
features a rotating hazy IPA from your
Propagator series. How does including
these one-off, mix pack exclusives
elevate your variety packs?
MB: These one-offs, which we like to call
“treasure beers,” are a perfect step up from
our R&D single hop trial work that we do in
Venice and on our small R&D system in Paso.
It’s a passion project for sure. It provides the
“new” element for the mixed pack that’s fun
for beer drinkers, but at the same time allows
the brew team to work on some interesting
hop exploration at the production level.

BrewerHIGHLIGHT
HT: With your Double Barrel Ale recently
celebrating its 25th anniversary, can you
talk about the legacy of that beer? What
did it mean to the landscape of craft beer
when it was released 25 years ago?
MB: Adam [Firestone] and David [Walker]
started the brewery with a novel concept
taken out of a winemaker’s playbook: barrelfermented ales. They were grape growers and
winemakers, so using barrels in the process of
making beer seemed very logical to them. They
conceived what is now our beloved Firestone
Union oak barrel brewing system, and the first
beer to be run through those barrels was our
flagship Double Barrel Ale. I’m not sure that
most people fully grasped how cool that was
back then, and I don’t know how to measure
DBA’s influence on the beer world as a style or
type of beer. I can say that no one had wood
barrels in their breweries in 1996 other than
maybe Goose Island. And today, you’re hard
pressed to find a brewery that doesn’t have at
least a couple of beers produced in wood. So I
think it’s safe to that say Firestone Walker was
the ultimate pioneer in this arena.

An 805 State of Mind
Since bursting onto scene in 2016, 805 has quickly
become Firestone Walker’s best-selling beer here in
southern Arizona – and it shows no sign of slowing down.
Through September, 805 is up over 21% – and that’s ON
TOP of being up double digits in 2020. Born on California’s
central coast, 805 is a light, refreshing ale originally
created for the laid back California lifestyle. This easydrinking beer can be enjoyed anywhere – and often is.
Capitalizing on the success of 805, Firestone Walker
released 805 Cerveza in January 2021, and it has
already snagged the #2 spot in the portfolio. This
premium lager brewed with fresh lime is clean, crisp and
made for easy drinking. Where 805 targets full-flavor,
established beer drinkers, Cerveza aims to bring new
drinkers into the category.
So far, it’s working. 805 Cerveza sales have been
incremental to 805 Original. Moreover, research has shown
that merchandising Cerveza and 805 Original together
on display actually increases velocity of 805 Original.
Expect 805 and 805 Cerveza to be at the top of Firestone
Walker’s priority list in 2022, with new packages,
expanded programming and dynamic point-of-sale.

HT: Can you tell us about Firestone’s
commitment to renewable energy and how
it’s used to brew your beer?
MB: Every time we’ve expanded the brewery
and brought new equipment on board, we’ve
added some energy efficiencies. It comes with
the best solution-based brewing equipment.
Wherever we can, we conserve water because
it’s good business and it’s good for the
environment. More recently, we’ve invested in
renewable energy through the installation of a
10-acre, on-site solar array that provides almost
all of the brewery’s electrical power needs.
We’ve made a commitment to reducing our
carbon footprint, but at the same time, they’re
just good, sustainable business practices that
are very sensible.
HT: What’s on the horizon for Firestone for
the rest of 2021 and beyond that retailers
can be excited about?
MB: We have our new Cinnamon Dolce Nitro
Stout coming out for the winter months, three
flavors of Cali-Squeeze are flowing from the
brewery and maybe most importantly, we are
releasing our Anniversary Ale, celebrating
25 years of brewing. So, there is a lot still
happening this year. Just wait until you see what
we have in store for next year. 2022 is going to
be a good year for Firestone Walker fans!
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.40
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Why You ShouldBE SELLING…
Heineken 0.0
Non-Alcs Are Hot & Here to Stay

I

n recent months, alcohol-free products have flooded the marketplace.
From beer and wine to spirits and cocktails, consumers’ favorite libations
are becoming increasingly available with one thing missing – the alcohol.
Spurred by the desire to live healthier lifestyles and seek out better-for-you
products, innovation driving the non-alcoholic beverage category is at an
all‑time high.
In the 26 weeks ending 6/21, the non-alcoholic segment was up
31.4% in dollars, the highest of any segment. Alcohol delivery service
Drizly has said that although non-alc beer currently accounts for just
0.7% of total beer share on their platform, the style is growing 200%
year-over-year. And their top-selling non-alcoholic beer to date? That
would be Heineken 0.0.
When Heineken 0.0 was first released in the summer of 2019, many
consumers remarked on how much it tasted like… beer. For so long,
consumers seeking the crisp refreshment of a beer without the alcohol
were left with a few, rather flavorless options. The result of a 15-year
program by Heineken’s Global Master Brewer Willem van Waesberghe, the
taste, feel and genuine character of 0.0 is nothing short of revolutionary.
Heineken has invested heavily in its non-alc offering, including a
reported $50 million marketing push when it was launched in 2019.
Heineken 0.0 has swiftly become the nation’s top-selling non-alcoholic
beer, with more than $54 million in sales in 2020 (compared to $37
million in sales in 2020 for the previous champ, O’Doul’s), according to
Chicago-based market research firm IRI, which tracks sales in grocery,
convenience, big box and drug stores.
Hot on the heels of the success of Heineken 0.0, many breweries have
released their own alcohol-free options like Lagunitas IPNA, Sam
Adams Just the Haze and Dogfish Head Lemon Quest. According
to Craft Business Daily, non-alc is the third fastest-growing style in
craft, trailing only hazy IPA and Imperial/double/triple IPA. Bump Williams
Consulting’s report shows that the low/non-alc craft beer segment has

Heineken 0.0 has swiftly become the nation’s top-selling non-alcoholic beer, with more than $54 million in sales
in 2020 according to IRI data.
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“Shifts in drinker perceptions
and advancements in brewing
technology suggest we’re on the
brink of a non-alcoholic
beer renaissance.”
–Jim Koch, co-founder and
chairman of Boston Beer Company

added a little over $15 million in
incremental sales this year, which is
more than twice the amount of incremental
sales that the fourth fastest-growing style in
craft (American wheat) has added.
While younger consumers, mainly
millennials and Gen Z, are the force
propelling the non-alc trend, Sam
Calagione, co-founder of Dogfish Head,
believes the demographic potential
is “limitless” and will grow to include
consumers of all ages, drinkers and
non-drinkers. When discussing DFH’s
non-alcoholic wheat beer Lemon Quest,
Calagione explains, “Let’s face it, this is
also something that can be enjoyed by folks
that might be less than 21 years-old. And
some folks who stop or can’t drink alcohol.
But I believe strongly that the majority of
volume will be, for many years to come,
from people who enjoy alcohol… and [are]
adding this to their repertoire.”
Across the United States, the non-alc
market accounts for over $414 million in
sales, according to data analytics firm
Statista, and the market is expected to
expand by over 5% per year from 2021
through 2026 as consumers continue
to gain interest in functional wellness
beverages. “Shifts in drinker perceptions and
advancements in brewing technology suggest
we’re on the brink of a non-alcoholic beer
renaissance,” says Jim Koch, co-founder and
chairman of Boston Beer Company.
With brewers and industry analysts
enthusiastic about the enormous potential
of the non-alc beer segment, Heineken
0.0, along with other expertly crafted NA
offerings, deserves a spot on your shelves
or behind your bar.

Off-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
Roadrunner Market

R

OADRUNNER MARKET, NESTLED AWAY IN VAIL, AZ, IS ANYTHING
but your average convenience store. To those in the know,
Roadrunner is the one-stop-shop for all things craft beer.
Customers travel from near and far for a chance to browse the cooler of
this craft beer mecca. Home to obscure gems and well-loved favorites
alike, this market is sure to satisfy even the most discerning craft beer
lover. Heady Times sits down with Manager Chris Herman to find out
what makes Roadrunner Market so popular with customers.
Heady Times (HT): Roadrunner Market is well-known for its
friendly staff and welcoming atmosphere. What is your customer
service philosophy?
Chris Herman (CH): A lot of our staff have been working here forever.
I’ve been here for fourteen years, and we even have someone who has
been here for twenty years. We know all of the customers by name. I’d
say probably 95% of our customers are regulars who live around here.
Really, our philosophy is just to greet everybody that walks through the
door and to treat everyone positively.
HT: Roadrunner has been putting up some impressive craft beer
sales of late. Is that consistently what your customers come
in for?
CH: Yes, actually. We have a lot of customers from Davis Monthan and
Border Patrol and they love craft beers, local beers, and all the stuff that
we carry. We get a lot of the crazy beers too, like the allocated ones and
specialty releases. We try to get as big of a selection as we possibly can.
This is the go-to place for craft beer around here, so we make it a point
to carry a wide variety of beers.
HT: What changes in customer beer preferences have you
observed over the fourteen years you’ve worked here?
CH: We used to carry mainly domestics and imports and things like
that. When we started to shift towards a more craft-heavy inventory,
it definitely started drawing in a lot more people. Not only do we get
people coming in who live out here, but we also get customers from as
far away as Rita Ranch and Sahuarita. People will go out of their way just
to shop our beer selection. It’s amazing how much beer we sell here.
The biggest change has definitely been the shift to craft beer.
HT: How is your beer selection set?
CH: It’s a collaborative effort between us and the salesmen. Once you
see that something isn’t moving, it’s as simple as bringing something
else in to try instead. Our method is probably best described as trialand-error, actually. We also take customer recommendations into
consideration and usually the recommendations end up doing well.

HT: What sets Roadrunner Market apart
from its competitors?
CH: It’s the craft beer selection that really
sets us apart, honestly. We’ve got an
enormous selection. I know though that
people also come in because of the friendly
atmosphere and the food. We get a lot of
positive feedback about our pizza, burgers,
sandwiches, and breakfast burritos. A
lot of things factor into it, but it’s just an
entirely different experience shopping here
compared to other convenience stores.

16121 S. Houghton Rd. • Vail, AZ 85641 • Mon-Fri, 5am-11pm; Sat-Sun 6am-11pm
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On-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
The Maverick

T

HE MAVERICK, APTLY NICKNAMED “THE KING OF CLUBS,” STILL
lives true to its moniker nearly six decades after first opening its
doors. A country bar to its core, this stalwart Tucson icon has
played host to famous country music acts and local musicians alike.
Heady Times sits down with General Managers Karen Markovich and
Derrick Stephens to discuss The Maverick’s remarkable staying power.
Heady Times (HT): The Maverick is regarded by many as
the best country bar in Tucson. How does it set itself apart
from competitors?
Karen Markovich (KM): I think it’s the uniqueness of it. Even though
we’re a big bar, we treat every guest as if they’re the one and only and
it’s like a “Cheers” atmosphere. We know people’s names when they
come in and we have their beer ready for them when they sit down. They
feel really comfortable here.

General Managers Karen Markovich and Derrick Stephens

Derrick Stephens (DS): I think it’s about just being authentic. If you
look at what Maverick represents as a country bar and what country
music represents, it’s about authenticity. With being the size that we are
and what we do in terms of live music, you just don’t get that at other
bars in town. Karen likes to say we’re the Grand Ole Opry of Tucson.
KM: What other country bar in Tucson has had Willie Nelson and
Waylon Jennings?
HT: How has the COVID-19 pandemic affected the way you run
your business?
DS: It has definitely thrown some curveballs at us, but you adapt and
you go with it. What it has really enabled us to do is take a look at what
we do culinary-wise. We remodeled the kitchen and have redone the
menu. So not only are you getting the nightclub, country, honkytonk bar
experience, but now customers really have that reason to come here for
happy hour or brunch and have a good, sit-down meal with friends.
KM: The pandemic gave us a chance to do a remodel while everything
was shut down. We expanded the dance floor, put new hardwood floors
in, and repainted the place back to its original country-red. Once we
were allowed to open up and dance again, it was like night and day. We
were back 110% and we’ve been that way ever since.
HT: Let’s talk about your beer selection. What do your customers
tend to go for?
KM: When I first started working here thirteen years ago, we were
nothing but Jack Daniels and Bud Light. And now Coors Light is by far
the beer of choice. That’s the main one, but of course we also carry a
couple of IPAs and hard seltzers and all of that. We have different nights
with different types of clientele and different age groups, so we’ve got to
cater to all of them.
DS: It’s Coors Light, all day long. Coors Light, Coors Light, Coors Light.
Back home my family used to call it Cowboy Water. I love Coors Light,

it’s my go-to. We definitely get a good push
on the Dos Equis too though. On Saturday
nights, Dos Equis just flies
HT: How would you describe The
Maverick to someone who has never
been in? Give me your best sales pitch.
DS: It’s more than just a country bar; it’s a
family experience. You come through those
doors and you get that open, welcome
experience. You’re not just another face,
you’re somebody that we care about when
you come in and we want to make sure you
have the ultimate good time.
KM: It’s all about getting out on the dance
floor here. Our guests range in age from
twenty-one to eighty-one and they all love
to dance. Some of these older ones, they
still come in three or four nights a week
to dance.

6622 E Tanque Verde Rd • Tucson, AZ 85715 • Wed-Fri 5pm-2am • Sat 11am-2am • Sun 10am-2am
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NewPRODUCTS
Now Being
Sold by Finley
Bevy Long Drink
Introducing Bevy Long Drink, a refreshing new
beverage inspired by the national cocktail of
Finland: The Long Drink. This sparkling citrus
refresher is made from a delicious and easy-drinking
blend of citrus flavors and wild juniper berries for a
uniquely thirst-quenching drink that’s perfect for any
occasion. Sweet, tart and packed with flavor, it’s a
fitting tribute to Finland’s best kept secret.

Bevy Long Drink
Sparkling Citrus Refresher
Sparkling Citrus Refresher blends bright,
fresh citrus zing with the sweet, mild spice
of wild juniper berries. Crisp, smooth and
endlessly refreshing, it tastes the way
waking up on your birthday feels: very,
very good. ABV: 5.8% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in November

Bevy Long Drink
Sparkling Berry Refresher
Sparkling Berry Refresher adds some
serious juice without sacrificing
refreshment. Ripe raspberries mixed
with wild juniper berries create a
flavorful and fruity concoction. Like
riding a waterslide, it goes down
smooth and keeps you running
back for more. ABV: 5.8% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in November

Black Rifle Coffee Company
Black Rifle Coffee
Company is a veteranowned coffee company
serving premium coffee. High-quality coffee
beans are imported and personally blended
and roasted in the Black Rifle facilities. They
develop their explosive roast profiles with the
same mission focus they learned as military
members serving this great country and are
committed to supporting veterans, law enforcement,
and first responders. With every purchase you make,
they give back. Black Rifle ready-to-drink coffee comes
in Espresso Mocha and Espresso with Cream. The
new Espresso 300 line includes 300mg of caffeine
per can and an energizing blend of MCT Oil and amino
acids; available in Rich Mocha or Caramel Vanilla.

NonAlcoholic!

CLEAN Cause
Sparkling Yerba Mate

NonAlcoholic!

At CLEAN Cause, their mission is to create
a sustainable source of funding to support
individuals in recovery
from alcohol and
drug addiction. 50%
of their profits fund
CLEAN Kickstarts
initiative, granting sober
living scholarships to
individuals in recovery
from alcohol and drug addiction. CLEAN Kickstarts
is intended to bridge the critical gap between rehab
& reintegration, providing those early in recovery the
opportunity to establish a recovery routine & find
employment, all in a safe, supportive & structured
environment. To date, over 2,436 scholarships have
been granted, representing more than $1,218,000.

Clean Cause Sparkling Yerba Mate comes in 5 flavors:
Lemon Lime, Raspberry, Peach, Watermelon Mint
and Blackberry.

NewPRODUCTS
Samuel Adams Just the Haze
Samuel Adams Just the Haze is a full-flavored
and full-bodied hazy non-alcoholic IPA with notes
of juicy citrus and tropical fruit
that are balanced by a medium
hop bitterness. ABV: 0.5%
Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Now! Year‑round

NonAlcoholic!

Firestone Walker
Tropical Hazy Mixed Pack
Introducing a psychedelic trifecta of
tropical flavors from the minds behind
Mind Haze. Exclusively in the new
Mind Haze Tropical Mixed Pack: Mind
Haze Tiki Smash IPA, an exotic mix
of hop flavors with a dash of fresh
toasted coconut; Mind Haze Hopical
Crush IPA, a double-dry hopped
explosion of tropical Mai Tai-inspired
flavors, including pineapple and orange; and Mind Haze
Citrus Cyclone IPA, a head-spinning taste of all the
citrus flavors under the sun, finished with a kiss of real
tangerine. Availability: Now! Year-Round
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NewPRODUCTS

NewPACKAGES

Huss Brewing Co.
Arizona Ranch Water

Corona Hard Seltzer 24 oz. Cans

The cocktail made popular in West
Texas gets an Arizona makeover
from Huss Brewing. Arizona Ranch
Water is a blend between a hard
seltzer and a cocktail. At just 4.5%
ABV, each 12 oz. can boasts just
95 calories, 2 carbs and is 100%
gluten-free. The fizzy clear liquid
explodes with the perfect balance of fresh fruit and a
touch of sweetness from 100% raw Blue Agave. Arizona
Ranch Water is now available in two flavors: Original
Arizona Lime and Arizona Tangerine. ABV: 4.5%
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: Now! Year‑round

State 48
Cherry Sour
Loaded with tartness balanced with
juicy cherry this is a super refreshing
sour perfect all year round.
ABV: 4.8% Packages: 12 oz.
cans and draft Availability: Now!
Year‑round

Crook & Marker
Grapefruit Lime Paloma
Elevate the style and substance of your cocktail hour
with Crook & Marker Grapefruit Lime Paloma. Close
your eyes and take a sip. Are you in Playa? The
Spanish Riviera? Containing zero sugar and a perfect
combination of natural flavors
made with organic tequila,
this Paloma will simply take
you to where you’d rather be.
ABV: 5.0% Package: 11.5 oz.
can only Availability: Now!
Year‑round

NewPACKAGES
Tecate Alta
24 oz. Cans
A superior authentic taste with a light,
clean finish, this cerveza suprema that
embodies Tecate’s Mexican pride and high
quality taste is now available in a 24 oz.
can. Availability: Now! Year‑round
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Corona Hard Seltzer is bringing two
of the top flavors to single serve cans
this November: Pineapple Piña and
Limonada Strawberry. These single
serve cans will help round out the
brand’s portfolio and close gaps in
singles doors at retail. As Corona Hard
Seltzer builds momentum in its second
year, it will continue to drive growth
with the hard seltzer category’s valuable
consumer segment. ABV: 4.5%
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in November

Guinness Gives Back
Limited-Edition 8-Pack
From a history of philanthropy springs a legacy of social
change and an investment in a shared tomorrow. Whether
it’s trailblazing sustainability initiatives, fundraising efforts,
Arthur Guinness Projects or the $1 million donated to
combat COVID-19, Guinness has been unleashing the
power of people since day one.
This holiday season, Guinness
will donate $1.00 to charitable
organizations across America
for every Guinness Gives Back
14.9 oz. can 8-pack sold – up to
$1,000,000. Availability: Now,
for a limited time

Smirnoff Ice Pink Lemonade Cans
Replacing Smirnoff Ice Red, White & Berry cans in
the winter, Smirnoff Ice Pink Lemonade cans will soon
be available! This refreshing combination of tart, juicy
lemon notes and sweet, red berries
make for a flavor you know and
love. Smirnoff Ice Pink Lemonade
bottles are available year‑round,
cans are available seasonally.
ABV: 4.5% Availability: November

Dogfish Head
90 Minute 19.2 oz. Cans
Now available in 19.2 oz. cans, Dogfish
Head’s 90 Minute IPA is a continually hopped
Imperial IPA with rich pine and fruity citrus
hop aromas. Dogfish Head’s first continually
hopped beer and one of the country’s first
Imperial IPAs, it is complemented by a strong
malt backbone for an unapologetic, yet
beautifully balanced flavor profile. ABV: 9.0%
Availability: Now, year‑round

SeasonalSELECTIONS
When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are
available in limited or extremely limited quantities.
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their
specialty beers and Finley does all we can to get as
much product as possible. In addition, this publication
is compiled months prior to the decision made by the
brewery to allocate their products to the wholesaler.
Variations in production for some of these limited
release offerings will fluctuate, resulting in lower
quantities than anticipated.
Please feel free to discuss seasonal selections with
your Route Manager. If an item is out of stock, they will
be able to offer similar suggestions.

Guinness Chocolate Mint Stout
Mint and chocolate are a
classic pairing, a flavor
combination so iconic
that it has inspired candy,
cookies, ice cream and now
beer. When the brewers at the Open
Gate Brewery in Baltimore, MD aged
this mint stout in bourbon barrels,
they knew they hit on something
special. They also decided to add
cacao to the beer in its pure form. This duality of
bright mint with the complexity of dark chocolate and
bourbon oak flavors results in a delicious beer that is
both recognizable and irresistibly exciting. ABV: 11.0%
Package: 11.2 oz. bottles only Availability: November

NEW!

Smirnoff Seltzer Red, White +
Merry Holiday Punch

NEW!

This seasonal winter punch has juicy
notes of cranberry and black cherry
with hints of orange and ginger spice.
ABV: 4.5% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: November

Anchor Christmas Ale
Anchor Brewing Co. is proud to present the
47th edition of their iconic Christmas Ale.
This year’s version is decadent and silky
with flavors of cocoa, citrus and classic
holiday aromatics. This special ale
pairs perfectly with roasted leg
of lamb, chocolate lava cake
and winter berries. Anchor
Christmas Ale features a new
recipe & tree graphic every
year, but the intent with which
it’s offered is the same: joy &
celebration of the newness of
life. Trees symbolize the winter
solstice when the earth, with
its seasons, appears born anew.
The natural beauty of the California
high desert is epitomized by
the western Joshua tree (the
tree shown on this year’s label
and packaging). Threatened
primarily by climate change, it
is a candidate for protection
under the California Endangered
Species Act. ABV: 7.0%
Packages: 12 oz. bottles,
50.7 oz. magnums and draft
Availability: November

Leinenkugel Toasted Bock
Leinenkugel’s Toasted Bock is a refreshing
take on a traditional bock beer – a style that
originated in southern Germany in the early
seventeenth century. German and American
ingredients are combined to create a light,
smooth and slightly toasty version of a bock
beer. ABV: 5.1% Packages: 12 oz. bottles
and draft Availability: Now!

New Belgium
Accumulation
Inspired by super fluffy, wispy
winter snowfalls, this hazy IPA
delivers a powdery-soft body
and a flurry of fruit-forward
hop aromas. ABV: 6.5%
Packages: 12 oz. cans and draft
Availability: November
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Samuel Adams
Winter Lager
For colder nights, lean on Winter
Lager, a crisp bock with citrus and
spices. The clementine aroma
is especially refreshing during
holiday meals and celebrations.
ABV: 5.6% Packages: 12 oz.
bottles and draft (also available in
the Beers for Cheers Variety Pack)
Availability: November

Truly Hard Seltzer
Holiday Party Pack

NEW
Celebrate the season with Truly’s new
limited-edition holiday mix pack. This
VARIETY
festive pack features four flavors
PACK!
inspired by everyone’s favorite
holiday cocktails: Cran Orange
Sparkler, Pom Ginger Fizz, Holiday Sangria
Style and Spiked Apple Spice.
Availability: November

Samuel Adams
Beers for Cheers Variety Pack
This new variety pack celebrates the
season with a lineup of beers that
includes a style for everyone at your
holiday table. Seasonal staples Samuel
Adams Winter Lager and Holiday White
Ale hold court alongside the highly
anticipated return of Old Fezziwig, a spiced ale
with a deep malt character and notes of sweet
toffee & rich, dark caramel. Reunion IPA, a variety
pack exclusive, is a golden IPA with bright citrus and
pine aromatics and a hint of lightly roasted malt.
Holiday Porter, a dark
and robust ale that is
rich, silky and full-bodied,
is another variety pack
exclusive alongside flagship
favorite Boston Lager.
Package: 12 oz. bottles
Availability: November

NEW
VARIETY
PACK!

Dogfish Head Utopias
Barrel-Aged World Wide Stout
Utopias Barrel-Aged World Wide Stout takes
Dogfish Head’s classic off-centered ale, World
Wide Stout, to new heights by aging it in
Utopias barrels shared from the folks at Sam
Adams. Rare and often whispered about in
the darkest corners of the beer community,
this variety of World Wide Stout is dark, rich,
roasty and complex, with balanced notes
of espresso, cocoa, sherry and vanilla. At
16-18% ABV, Utopias Barrel-Aged World Wide
Stout is an excellent candidate for cellaring.
ABV: 16-18% Package: 12 oz. bottles
only Availability: Limited availability
in November
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Lagunitas
Contents Under Fresher
This is the
latest leap in
Lagunitas’ neverending quest
for capturing the essence
of fresh hops. Featuring
whole-cone Mosaic, Citra,
Simcoe and Sabro hops
– harvested and rushed
from Lagunitas’ family of
farmer friends in Yakima – expressed here in their
absolute juiciest form. Life is uncertain, don’t
sip! ABV: 7.7% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: November

NEW!

Lagunitas
Unrefined Shugga’
Lagunitas’ classic sweet release has
been upgraded with the addition of
whole cane sugar for a delightfully
unrefined experience. Rich, winterlywarming and dangerously slammable. How
sweet it is! ABV: 10.0%
Package: 12 oz.
bottles only
Availability: November

NEW!

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Firestone Walker Cinnamon
Dolce Nitro Stout

JuneShine Passion Project
Series: Prickly Pear Margarita

Cinnamon Dolce Nitro
Stout was made to warm
the soul. Firestone Walker
reimagined their signature
nitro stout into
something entirely
new and seasonal,
accentuating
the beer’s rich,
chocolatey
malt character with
real cinnamon spice and premium Madagascar
vanilla beans. The result is an amazing harmony
of flavors that cascade along a smooth, creamy
texture. ABV: 6.0% Packages: 12 oz. cans and draft
Availability: November

Say hey to Prickly Pear Margarita!
This is the first release from
JuneShine’s Passion Project
Ambassador Series and was
created collaboratively with JuneShine
ambassador, Whitney Cummings. This
deliciously bold and honestly refreshing
flavor is sure to make you smile – just
like the muse herself. ABV: 6.0%
Package: 16 oz. cans only
Availability: November

NEW!

NEW!

Ten55 El Tour
Blood Orange Session IPA

Firestone Walker Crafted Thru
Hops IPA Mixed Pack with
Galaxy Single Hop IPA
Introducing Galaxy Single Hop
IPA – the next release in Firestone
Walker’s new single-hop Propagator
Series, available exclusively in the
latest Crafted Thru Hops Mixed Pack.
Galaxy is a highly coveted Australiangrown hop that exhibits intense
tropical flavors of passionfruit, guava
and peach. In 2021, Brewmaster
Matt Brynildson finally scored an
ample supply of Galaxy hops, enabling the Firestone
Walker brewing team to realize their dream of brewing
this single-hop showcase. Joining Galaxy in the newest
Crafted Thru Hops Mixed Pack are: Union Jack IPA,
Mind Haze Double IPA and Luponic Distortion IPA.
Availability: Now!

Abita
Christmas Ale
This brown ale is brewed with
five types of malted barley and
fermented with American ale yeast.
It is made with pale malt, as well
as a combination of caramel,
biscuit, Munich and chocolate
malts. It’s hopped and dry-hopped
with Apollo, Columbus, Centennial and
Amarillo hops. The result is a flavorful
brown ale that is sweet and malty with
a piney and citrus hop flavor and aroma.
ABV: 5.9% Packages: 12 oz. bottles and draft
Availability: November

Brewed with Amarillo and Mosaic hops
and fresh blood oranges, this beer is more
mellow than your typical West Coast
IPA. With half the bite and all the
flavor, it’s the perfect reward after
a long ride through the Old Pueblo.
ABV: 4.7% Packages: 12 oz. cans
and draft Availability: Now!

NEW!

Shiner Holiday Cheer
Holiday traditions come
in all shapes and
sizes. Shiner’s
comes in freshlywrapped bottles and
cans. This old-world
dunkleweizen is brewed
with Texas peaches and roasted
pecans – perfect for cracking open in front
of a crackling fire. Shiner Holiday Cheer
has a new look this year! The packaging
now calls out that the beer is made
with ingredients sourced locally in Texas.
ABV: 5.4% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: October

NEW
LOOK!
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Flying Embers Hard Kombucha
Bubbly Brut Nature
Introducing Kombucha Bubbly,
a Champagne-style Hard
Kombucha without the sugar
or carbs. Flying Embers’ classic
kombucha fermented with whole
plant botanicals and champagne yeast is
aged in Chardonnay barrels to create a
perfect balance of crisp fruit, minerality and
a silky finish. ABV: 6.9% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: Now!

NEW!

Holidaily Riva Stout
Rich flavors of coffee and dark chocolate with
a smooth finish. ABV: 6.5% Package: 16 oz.
cans only Availability: November

NEW!

Left Hand
Black Forest Nitro
Cherry Chocolate Stout
Indulge in a devilishly delicious stout.
Inspired by the famous German
dessert, Black Forest Nitro tempts
taste buds with tart black cherries
and aromas of rich chocolate cake.
Layers of flavor reminiscent of spiked fresh cherries
and dark chocolate ganache cascade
on a canvas of nitrogen. The
super smooth mouthfeel is
delicate and light while
staying diabolically decadent.
Crack a can and enter into
temptation. ABV: 7.7%
Packages: 12 oz. cans and
draft Availability: November

NEW!

Left Hand
S’mores Milk Stout
Left Hand’s chocolatey
marshmallow treat has caught
fire! To create this s’more,
brewers start with the classic
Left Hand Milk Stout recipe with
just a slight tweak to the malt bill to
accentuate graham cracker flavors. For
the melted chocolate magic, Cholaca®
pure liquid cacao is poured in. Then,
to capture the gooey core of a
perfectly fire-roasted marshmallow,
toasted marshmallow is layered in.
With your first pour, drink in the
sounds of a crackling fire, the glow of
fireflies and the warmth of a shared
blanket. Then, crack another can and
enjoy s’more! ABV: 6.0% Packages: 12 oz. cans and
draft Availability: November

NEW!

Oskar Blues Ten FIDY
This titanic, immensely viscous stout is
loaded with inimitable flavors of chocolatecovered caramel and coffee, hiding 65
hefty IBUs underneath a smooth blanket
of malt. A black hole of burly malt
flavor, Ten FIDY is made from immense
amounts of big, dark malts, including
rich caramel malt, flavorful Munich malts and fluffy
oats resulting in a giant, opaque, cosmic beer entity.
ABV: 10.5% Packages: 12 oz. cans and draft
Availability: November
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Programs

It’s Time for a
Chill-ebration
Chill-ebrations are overlooked
holiday moments worth raising a
beer to. This season, Coors Light’s
beloved BEERMAN is back to inspire
shoppers to take advantage of every
opportunity to share a cold one with
friends. In-store signage and digital
tools will tell drinkers to scan their
cans to bring BEERMAN to life with
augmented reality for the chance to
win chill holiday prizes like a Coors
Light onesie, weighted blanket
and more!

Brighter Holidays
with Blue Moon
The brew that sent the craft
beer industry into orbit is making
the holidays brighter than ever.
Stores will be more festive all
season long thanks to sparkling
retail displays, while bars will
make Blue Moon drinkers’
holidays even brighter with
glittery limited-edition glassware.

Find Your
Champagne Moment
This holiday season, every time you
raise a bubbly bottle of High Life,
you will have the chance to win
even more reasons to celebrate!
Web banners, in-store displays and
bar tools will all let drinkers know
they can simply scan the Girl on
the Moon on any bottle for the
chance to win an entire year’s supply
of High Life to keep 2022 full of
champagne moments.

Vizzy Up the Season
The first hard seltzer with antioxidant vitamin C is bringing its oneof-a-kind take to the holidays. Vizzy’s signature orange will stand
out in a sea of red-and-green retail displays, while its holiday tree
pole toppers and snowflake danglers will make it right at home
during the most festive time of year.

Celebrate Italian-Style with Peroni
Holiday gatherings don’t have to be a cumbersome
commitment – especially with the easy, elegant
experience of Italian holiday aperitivo! Distinctly Italian
in-store displays showcase Peroni’s limited-edition
12-pack featuring a holiday thematic design inspiring
shoppers to sign up for digital aperitivo classes that
will bring Italian holiday flair to their gatherings all
season long.
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Programs

This Holiday Season
Corona Wants
Consumers to
Unwrap. Unwind.
Corona reminds consumers to Find
Your Beach and unwind this holiday
season. Celebrating over 30 years on
the air, the ‘O Tannenpalm’ ad with the
iconic holiday hut and festively lit palm
tree invites consumers to a familiar
destination. ‘O Tannenpalm’ will serve
as the base awareness driver during
this time of year with the spot airing
across English & Spanish language TV
from Thanksgiving through Christmas,
with over 76 million targeted
impressions. ¡Feliz Navidad!

Pacifico: The
Official Beer of U.S.
Ski & Snowboard
Pacifico is back as the
official beer of the U.S. Ski
& Snowboard team. The
independent spirit embodied by
the surfers who first discovered
Pacifico is carried on by the
brand and its drinkers today.
This distinctive positioning and
lifestyle naturally transcend
to skiing and snowboarding.
Athlete ambassadors include
Brita Sigourney, Kyle Mack and
Tom Wallisch.

Sleigh the Holidays
with Sam Adams
’Tis the season to Sleigh the Holidays
and Sam Adams is your trusted
holiday party sidekick with the #1
winter seasonal and something
for everyone in the Beers for
Cheers variety pack. Sam will help
consumers bring the very best to
any holiday table this season. Off
Premise, consumers can scan a QR
code on themed point-of-sale to
enter for a chance to win $1,000 for
their holiday party setup!

Heineken Wants to
Make the Holidays
Even Merrier
This year, Heineken will own holiday
celebrations by offering consumers
a chance to win a lifetime supply
of free beer. Through a simple QR
code scan, consumers can register
to win free beer for LIFE, making
the holiday season even more
cheerful. One lucky grand prize
winner will receive a lump sum
payout of $62,400! Additionally,
Heineken is back and better than
ever with new, limited-edition
holiday packaging!
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Programs
Mike’s Not So
Hard Holidays
Mike’s is here to make the
holiday season easier! A
partnership with HelloFresh will
give consumers the opportunity
to win a subscription to the wildly
popular food delivery service OR
the ultimate holiday party in 2022
for friends & family. To enter-towin, consumers will scan a QR
code on themed point-of-sale.

Winter Gatherings
Are Even Better with
White Claw
White Claw is bringing the “Let’s”
occasion to winter gatherings
(Thanksgiving, Friendsgiving,
Hannukah, Christmas and more) this
year, where consumers are celebrating
with the people who mean the most to
them: their tribe. White Claw is hosting
an all-inclusive holiday party in 2022
for one lucky consumer and their
friends including a chef, decorator,
bartender, clean-up crew and more!
Consumers can enter-to-win this
awesome party by simply scanning a
QR code on themed point-of-sale.

Put a Twist on
Tradition with
Cayman Jack
This holiday season, Cayman Jack is
giving away the tools to help more
consumers discover their premium
prepared cocktails: Margarita,
Moscow Mule and Cuban Mojito.
Consumers can enter-to-win (via
QR code scan) etched glassware to
complement each of the different
cocktails in the Cayman Jack Variety
Pack (highball & Collins glasses and
copper mugs). Because premium
prepared cocktails should be served
in premium vessels.

Prost the Holidays with
Paulaner
Throughout the holidays lots of people
get together with beloved family
members and friends. Paulaner Münchner
(Munich) Lager wants to elevate these
gatherings to events that will always
be remembered. That’s why, this year,
Paulaner USA is embracing the spirit
of togetherness by offering families the
chance to host their holidays in a VRBO
vacation home in the location of their
choice! To enter, consumers will follow
@Paulanerusa to find the Münchner
Lager holiday posts and tag their family
members and friends who they would
invite to their very own Holiday Haus!
Other Paulaner prizes will be available
for those who don’t win the grand prize.
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Guinness Gives
Back This
Holiday Season
In the On Premise, the
Guinness Gives Back
coaster program will donate
$1 for every pint shared
on social media using
#GUINNESSGIVESBACK and
#GUINNESSUS throughout
the season! Consumers can
celebrate the season knowing
they are helping to give back
during the holidays. Accounts
can leverage the Guinness
Gives Back pint glasses,
Holiday Keep the Pint nights
and giveaways (where legal).
This program is building off
of the $1 per Guinness Gives
Back 8-pack that will be
donated to national charity
United Way.

Ten55 Brewing Company and
El Tour De Tucson
Ten55 Brewing Company is proud to be the official beer of El Tour De Tucson.
In honor of this partnership, the brewery has created a special limited release
beer. With half the bite and all the flavor, the aptly-named El Tour Blood Orange
Session IPA is the perfect reward after a long ride through the Old Pueblo.

Moosehead Will Keep Consumers Warm and the
Beer Cold This Winter
From November 1st through November 30th, Moosehead is offering consumers a chance to win
a Sydney down hoody from the Canada Goose Company, valued at $700! The Canada Goose
company’s classic hoody is a slim fit style crafted from their feather-light fabric that protects in
unpredictable weather. Versatile and lightweight, it provides essential warmth and packs into an
interior pocket, making it great for transitional weather and travel. Consumers who visit Moosehead
displays at participating retailers will find the text-to-win number on themed point-of-sale.
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Wrapst a Pabst
Pabst is giving consumers the
opportunity to purchase the PBR
products they love, while putting
money back in their pocket for holiday
expenses. Until December 31st,
consumers can get $4.00 back on
a minimum $10.00 Pabst beverage
purchase OR $10.00 back on a
$25.00 purchase. All they have to
do is text the code and submit their
receipt after a qualifying purchase to
get cash back via Venmo or Paypal.

Pabst Art Can
Contest
Want to get rich(ish)? Consumers
can submit their art can design
for a chance to win! This unique
contest allows consumers to
be interactive and creative. The
winning design will be featured
on Pabst cans in 2022.

PBR & Uber
Pabst Blue Ribbon has partnered with
Uber this holiday season to make
sure everyone celebrates responsibly
and gets home safely to their friends
and family. Between November 1st
and December 31st, point-of-sale will
let consumers know they can score a
$5.00 Uber credit with the purchase
of (2) 12-packs or larger of any
PBR product.

Athletic Brewing and Rethink Food
This holiday season, Athletic Brewing is partnering with Rethink Food to feed
communities impacted by food insecurity. Founded in 2017, nonprofit Rethink Food is
on a mission to create a more sustainable and equitable food system. Throughout the
season, Athletic Brewing will donate one nutritious meal for every 6-pack sold.

All Out For Stout with Left Hand Brewing
As Milk Stout Nitro turns 10 this year, Left Hand is ready to introduce Black Forest
Nitro Cherry Chocolate Stout – and they are truly going All Out For Stout in 2021!
To get everyone in on the fun, Left Hand is proud to present a national snowboard
sweepstakes. As part of their artist series, they’re giving away some sick, customdesigned Meier snowboards so four lucky Lefties can hit the slopes in style this season!
Fun Fact: The last national giveaway campaign from Left Hand (St. Patty’s Golden
Ticket) awarded a prize to a Tucson contestant!
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The BeerGUY
The Art of Tasting Beer
By Chuck Knoll
There is an art to
tasting beer – and
it involves using
all your senses.
Pouring it is pure
enjoyment for
you the ear, a
wonderful sight
for the eye and a cool feeling for
the hand, as well as an adventure
for your nose and mouth. Here’s
a simple guide to the art of
tasting beer…

Find a Glass
Of course, you can drink a beer
from the bottle or can. A beer with
your friends on the patio does not
automatically become a better
beer just because it is served in a
nice stemmed glass. But once you
do serve beer in a glass you get
a chance to enjoy its color, head
and liveliness. Plus, the full aroma
is not released until it is poured,
and this changes the experience
of tasting.
Also, make sure the glass is
completely clean. Leftover
detergents, grease, dust or
scratched glasses will kill the head
and liveliness of the beer; nobody
wants that.

Check the Temperature
You can serve your beer at the
temperature recommended by
the brewer, or the temperature
you prefer. A good rule of thumb
is the higher the ABV, the warmer
the beer should be served (lighter
beer is typically served colder than
dark beer). Even with pale beers,
however, the serving temperature
should not be too low. The lower
the temperature, the less the aroma
intensity comes through.
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“Beer will almost always taste better
in good company and in
pleasant surroundings.”
Pour

Sniff

How the beer is poured determines
the shape of the head and therefore
the appearance. Start by tilting the
glass 20 to 45 degrees and pouring
straight to the bottom of the glass.
When a suitable amount of foam has
formed, the rest of the beer should
slide down the side of the glass.

We taste with our noses as well.
Various aromas are experienced
through the nose and the mouth.
Both are needed to feel the beer.
Hold the beer up to your nose and
sniff. Is the aroma like hops and
flowers, spices, nuts, fruit or berries?
Do you recognize the aroma of apple,
plum or lemon? If you have trouble
getting all of the aromas, consider
pinching one nostril shut and using
the other one to really sniff your beer.

In America, we tend to think that
foam is bad. This is not the case.
Foam is an important part of the
enjoyment of beer as it allows the
carbonation to release, but also
helps retain the aroma and flavor of
the beer. As a guideline, the head
should be about an inch or two high,
depending on the style of beer. Do
not fill the glass too much; leave
room for the aroma to gather at
the top.

Look
While we don’t literally eat and drink
with our eyes, visually inspecting
your beer is an important part of the
process. This is your first impression
of the beer. Is the color like straw,
brown or black like coffee? What
color is the foam? Hold the glass up
to the light and note the color, clarity,
foam and liveliness.

Swirl
Swirl the beer in the glass in order to
release the aromas. This also gives
you the opportunity to better appraise
the foam.

Taste
Put the glass to your mouth and
taste. Do you taste the aromas from
the sniff, or do you sense other
elements such as grain, malt, nuts
or fruit and berries? The beer will
warm up in your mouth and release
other aromas as well as allowing the
carbon dioxide to evaporate giving
yet another experience. The tongue
feels the sour, sweet and bitter. The
sweetness is captured at the tip of
the tongue, whereas the bitterness,
which is very important, is captured
in the back. Therefore, when you
taste beer you should always swallow
– do not spit it out.

Cheers
Beer is like love: best shared with
someone else. Beer will almost
always taste better in good company
and in pleasant surroundings. But
whether you’re in a crowd or enjoying
some alone time, savor the entire
process and practice the art of
tasting beer.

RethinkingRETAIL
Spreading Holiday Cheer… With Beer!
Boost sales – and spirits – this season with the perfect
point-of-sale (POS) for your business.

F

rom merch giveaways to fully decked (and branded) halls, proper
merchandising and eye-catching displays can make a real difference.
A study by data analytics and market research company IRI showed
that 40% of US consumers who buy alcohol have not decided what they’re
going to purchase when they walk into a store, and of the 60% who do
have a planned purchase, 21% end up changing their minds once they are
in store. That indecisiveness can translate into major sales for your business
this holiday season. Heady Times sat down with Finley’s Vice President of
Sales and Marketing, Jack Fritz, and Off-Premise Sales Manager, Paul Carter,
to find out more.

Cross-merchandising displays allow the customer to trade up and
serve as a one-stop-shop.

Heady Times (HT): First up, the basics – how do merchandising and
displays help sell beer?
Jack Fritz (JF): Displays fuel impulse buys. They draw consumer
attention – particularly to promoted products.
Paul Carter (PC): Attractive displays put the thought into the shopper’s
head. It gives the suggestion. What’s interesting is that people don’t
necessarily buy from the display. They see it in one part of the store, but
then they’ll go to the beer aisle or cooler and pick it up there.
HT: What makes a great display?
PC: Shoppability.
JF: Shoppability.
PC: There’s a difference between a display that’s attractive and a display
that is shoppable. A great display can be impactful with themed POS, but it
also needs to be neat and clean. And you have to be able to see the price.
JF: A great display will have attention-getting POS, clearly displayed product
and price. And it’s always good to show the savings of a promoted product.
Matching the theme of the display to specific occasions is also important.
We always try to use themed point-of-sale to grab consumer attention.
PC: It’s also important to keep the retailer in mind when building
displays. It’s nice to be creative, but the ultimate goal is to sell beer. So
working with the retailer on the size and location of displays is something
we definitely try to do.
HT: Why are displays and merchandising even more important
during the holidays?
PC: The simplest answer is: there are more people in the stores.
JF: The holidays are also the perfect time to encourage consumers
to trade up. During the holidays consumers are more likely open their
wallets and try something new – and more expensive.
HT: Are there any displays that stick out in your memory as being
particularly effective?
PC: We used to do these big displays for the Tucson Rodeo – with
wagons and barrels. They looked great, but those kinds of displays
are almost obsolete these days. But my favorites are still the thematic

Holidays displays like this Heineken/Dos Equis display from last
year grab consumer attention and capitalize on occasion-based
shopping trips.

displays that tie directly into local events,
like the rodeo.
JF: I’m a big fan of cross-merchandising
displays – especially during the holidays.
Cross-merchandising encourages consumers
to trade up with the occasion. Putting case
stacks by the turkeys, for example. Or
displaying beer alongside salty snacks or
tailgate food during football season. Those
are some of the most effective displays.
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2104 S. Euclid Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85713

Modelo Invites
Consumers to
Give the Gift of Sabor
Casa Modelo is embracing the true sabor
of the holidays – sharing golden moments
together through taste and tradition. Modelo
is inviting all to give the gift of sabor, leaning
into the overt holiday poinsettias paired
with an authentic Mexican holiday tradition
– tamales – captured through photography.
This holiday’s dual-branded, bilingual pointof-sale showcases a traditional Hispanic
holiday celebration with Modelo and
authentic fare.

